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I. EIC ACTIVITIES

FR-275 Poltiers

On L4 June, the Poitou-Charentes Euro Info
Centre organized an information meeting on
the new RTD framework programme in
Angoul€me. More specifically, the meeting
covered the CRAFT procedure and the
VALUE regional relay. This was a partner
action aimed at showing enterprises the
consistency of the EIC network. The following
organizations were present: Agence Poitou-
Charentes Tbchnologies, ANVAR (Agence
Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche),
ARIST (Agence R€gionale sur la
Normalisation) and the EIC.

On 27, 23 and 24 June 1994, the Poitou-
Charentes EIC organized a European training
seminar for the partners of "Deux Sdwes
D6veloppernent", an economic development
agency inthe dCpnrtement of Detx-Sdvres. This
seminar provides a complete panorama of the
Community tools available to SMESAMIS after
basic training on institutions and their
operation.

GR-l58 Larissa

The Host Organisation of the Larissa EIC
(Hellenic Organisation of Small and Medium
Sized Enterprises and Handicrafts, HOMMEH)
is organising a training programme in Larissa
(Greece) entitled "Wood/Furniture - Processing
technology" from 28-30 June 1994 in
collaboration with UETP.iTHESSALIA in
which the EIC of Larissa is a member.

The aim of this project is to transfer the latest
technological developmenls in the Wood -
Furniture field on the following themes :

quality control svstems, quality control
procedure, final products, new materials.

It is a seminar of high specialization and apart
from the essential theoretical knowledge, it
also includes practice within factories of the
region.

The project is addressed to entrepreneurs and
executives of firms who deal with the subject
matter.

IT-355 - Bologna

C-areer Day L994: The EIC IT-355 together
with its host structure Associazione degli
Industriali della Provincia di Bologna and the
University of Bologna set the Career Day L994
on 17 May 1994.
Career day is a meeting among students,
graduates, vocational training and master
schools and firms. During this meeting many
speeches about Community Programmes like
COMETT took place.

Participation in this meeting was very
significant. All the major Italian groups sent
their personnel managers or the
respresentatives of their internal vocational
training schools to the stands prepared in the
main hall and to speak in large rooms to
hundreds of students and graduates.
Also the EIC IT-355 had its stand and
answered a number of questions about
Community Programmes. The number of
students and graduates that visited Career Day
was almost 4000.

Value initiative : The EIC I?355 together with
the CRENEST the Value Relay Centre of the
North-East of Italy, set up a Value Initiative
with its host structure, Associazione degli
Industriali della Provincia di Bologna on 29
June 1994. This initiative ooncerns the
Community Research Results on Surface
Tfeatments by means of lasers. During the
meeting, the Programme VALUE and the
opportunities for Tbchnologr Tlansfer to SMEs
will first be presented. Then the Community
Research Results will be shown and discussed.

Among them : "CO2 Laser Surface Tti:atment
of Ceramics", "Laser Tleatment as'a Tbol in
Engineering Applications", "Improvement of
Mechanical and Phpical Properties by Laser
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Surface Tiealment", "Surface Modification of
Inox by Laser Melting". "Laser
Remanufacturing of Turbine Vanes". Finally
CRENEST and EIC IT-355 will be available to
answer questions on community R&D
Programmes.

MA-741 Crsablanca

On 9 June, a new EICC - the first in Africa -

officially opened its doors in Casablanca,

Morocco, in the presence of Mr A. Jouahri,
President of the host structure, Mr Marc
Pierini, Ambassador and Head of the European
Commission Delegation to Morocco, and Mr
Jean-Pierre Haber.
Euro Info Morocco (MA-741) is included in

the Professional Group of Moroccan Banls
(GPBM), which represents 18 national banks.
The centre is therefore in a position to reach
virtually all Moroccan enterprisesvia a network
of 1,200 bank branches located throughout the
kingdom.

The Euro Info Morocco team, which comprises
7 people (including 4 Information Officers) will
also provide rapid handling of questions ftom
EIC colleagues in Europe. The centre can be
contacted via VANS. Its details are given

below.

Euro Info Morocco
71 bis, Avenue des E.A.R.
Casablanca, Morocco
Tft,l.: (+2rZ) 2 M 74 L0lL1.l72

Fax: (+212\2447262
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ll. EU NEWS

1. EUROPEAN COMMISSION
PRESS RELEASE:
MEMO/94139
DOCUMENT DATE: JUNE
L7, L994
STATE OF TRANSPOSITION
OF WHITE PAPER
MEASURES ON THE
COMPLETION OF THE
SINGLE MARKET

The process of achieving the Single Market
depends primarily on the implementation of
the legislative acts passed within this
ftamework. The transposition of legislation is
the foundation for the effective application of
rules. It is essential in so far as it governs the
efficient operation of the Single Market. Any
gap or delay in transposition is likely to affect
the proper operalion of the Single Market and

is an indisputable infringement of Community
law. The Commission is pleased to note that if
one considers the number of execution
measures reported to the Commission, the
overall level of transposition is around 897o

(see graph). Nevertheless, there are still delays

in transposition in certain sectors of the
programme. Performance varies depending on
the sector of activity. While transposition has

been completed in sectors such as the free
movement of capital, excise taxes and VAf,
and is making good progress in other sectors
(technical directives, administrative data,

chemicals and securities), there are still gaps in
transposition in other economically important
sectors. Tlansposition problems primarily
concern the following sectors: insurance
(average transposition rate: 64.8Va). Nine
directives apply to this sector. Tfansposition
problems fre concentrated on those directives
which were to be transposed by the beginning
of the year. With the exception of France and
Portugal, there are delays in virtually all the
Member States. Nevertheless, there are still
some delays for the oldest directives, especially

in Spain, Greece and Germany. As regards
intellectual and industrial property (average
transposition rate: 66.6Vo), of the three
directives adopted in this sector delays are
affecting the two directives concerning brands
and protection of computer software, which
have been in application since the beginning of
1993. There are delays in half of the Member
States. As for public procurement contracts
(average transposition rate: 75Vo), the six
directives in this sector have been the subject

of several delays in notification, most of which
concern the directive on supplies, which has

been in force since January 1989, means of
recourse in excluded sectors, which has been in
force for more than a year and a half, as well
as the most reoent directive in the sector,
which concerns services. The Member States

concerned by these delap in notiSing national
transposition measures are Greece, Spain, and

Italy. In the area of company law (average
transposition rate: 7 6. 6Vo), ditfrculties in this
sector are primarily reflected in delays in
communicating rneasures for transposing the
two directives whose transposition deadlines
were up at the beginning of 1993. The
countries concerned here are Germany, Greece,

Spain and France. As regards new technologies
and services (average transposition rate:
79.lVo), only the directive on
telecommunications terminals is affected by
transposition problems. National execution
measures have only been communicated by half
of the Member States. In the pharmaceutical
sector (average transposition rate: 86. l%o), "1.5

directives are in force. The measures which
have been affected most by the communication
delays are those which were due to be

transposed by the beginning of 1993. The
countrieS involved are Germany, France and
the Netherlands. As for workers/professionals
(average transposition rate: 87.LVo),
transposition problems are primarily focused

en the directive on the first general system and
the three directives on the right of residency.
The Member States concerned are Germany
and the United Kingdom.
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3. EUROPEAN ROUND TABLE
(ERT) PRESS RELEASE
DOCUMENT DATE: JUNE
20,1994
BUILDING THE
INFORMATION HIGIIWAYS
A Report from Industrial
Users

Senior European industrialists have launched
an urgent appeal to the Heads of Government
meeting at the European summit in C"orfu on
Friday (24 June) for the rapid development of
"Information Highwap" as an essential tool for
getting Europe's economy moving again and
creating new jobs. Carlo de Benedetti,
chairman of Olivetti and chairman of the
European Round Thble of industrialists'
working group on Information Highways, calls

for urgent action to remove the obstacles to
new technologl and liberalise the market for
telecommunications and information services.

In "Building the Information Highways",
published on 20 June, the European Round
Thble emphasises the dramatic impact which
will mme ftom the new derrelopments in
information and communications technologt,
which.will rapidly transform the way we live
and work. But at the moment Europe is

lagging behind, the report warns, and is today
only na patchwork of incompatible
communication networks marked by high costs,

low quality services, and very limited
interoperability between sJ6tems". The new
infrastructures will generate more and more
employment as people learn to use them, but
to reach that point the process ofliberalisation
must be speeded up, and the liberalisation of
communications infrastructures should be

achieved in the shortest possible time, the
report says. "Building the Information
Highwap" is intended to complement the
paper on Europe and the Global information
Society prepared for the European Council by

the Bangemann thsk Force. It shows how
private companies will take on the main
responsibility for building the information
highways and providing the seMces that users
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2. SINGLE.MARKET
COOPERATION

The Internal Market Council on Thursday
adopted a resolution calling on national
administrations to cooperate in making the
single market a reality understood across the
European Union. The resolution says that
European Union countries will bc noti$ing the
European Commission by' the end of the year
of the creation of 'contact points' and any
other information structures designed to help
businesses to understand other countries'
practices and safety & health rules. This is
meant to help Irish brewers, for example, to
find out whether they require a separate health
certificate for each batch they want to sell in
Italy, or a Belgian toy maker how long it will
take French inspectors lcl test its products.

Links between nalional administrations,
including computerised information systems,

have already been thought of in the farm and
customs s@tor, but much more has to be done
so that all sectors are covercd.
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need, if governments can create a favourable
business environment. The ERT's detailed
proposals are summed up in a Seven Point
Strategy:

L. A political commitment bY

governments to accelerate the
construction of information highways

in Europe on the basis of private, not
public finance.

2. Rapid deregulation of
telecommunications infrastructures
and services and a drastic reduction in
tariffs.

3. Agreed standards and full
interoperability of both networks and

services, to be ensured by public and

private sectors alike.

4. A new regulatory framework to
provide clear rules at European level
for intellectual property rights, privacy
ptotection and security.

5. Private business to take the main
rgsponsibility for building the
information highways and providing
the services and applications, with a

clear focus on economic grofih and
job creation.

6. A European Authority at Ministerial
level to drive the Process of
liberalisation and develop an open

regulatory framework.

7. A permanent advisory body from the
private sector to work closely with the

. Authoriw.

For more information and copies of the report
please contact the ERT Secretariat in Brussels,
tel: (37 21 534 3100, fax (32 2) 534 7348.

4. EUROPEA.N COMMISSION
PRESS RELEASE:
IMF,MOl94l42
DOCUMENT DATE: JUNE
20, 1994
SOCRATES ANI)
LEONARDO PROGRAMMES
AT IEE AGENDA OF THE
COUNCIL MEBTINGS ON 2I.
AND 22 JUNE 1994

Education and training, both of which are key

elements mentioned in the White Paper to
improve the competitiveness of European
labour (and thus European enterprises), to
enhancp their ability to create jobs and

facilitate the insertion of young people into the
labour market will be the central topic of
debate among the Tlvelve, who will be meeting
this week in Luxembourg. More precisely, the
SOCRATES (education) and LEONARDO
(vocational training) programmes, proposed by
the Commission at the initiative of
Commissioner Antonio Ruberti to ensure

continued Community action in the sectors of
education and training after 199,4, when the
curent programmes expire. This will also sene
as the keptone in Community policy in these

sectors for the following five years (1995-1999).

In addition, they will be on the agenda of the
Education C-ouncil to be held on 21 June and

the Social Affairs Council to be held on 22

June for the adoption of a common position.
Each of these two programmes has already
received a positive opinion in the first reading
by the European Parliament. Planned actions
aim to support and complement the actions
taken by the Member States in the areas of
education and vocational training, and to
enhance oooperation between education and

training while at the same time fully resPecting

the responsibility of the Member States

regarding the contents and organization of the
education and vocational training system.

When implementing the.se Programmes, special
attention will be paid to exploiting synergles
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among the respective actions, as well as

between these actions and Community

initiative programmes in the area of human
resources, as set out within the framework of
the European Social Fund and the Union's
Fiourth FrameworkProgramme on RDT Below

is some infurmation on the SOCRAf,ES and

LEONARDO programmes.

A. SOCRATES (education)

As all of the delegations have expressed their
agreement with regard to the contents and

form of the actions ProPosed bY the

Commission for this programme, the

discussions undertaken by the Twelve will
primarily conoern the question of funding for
the programme and its breakdown, certain
aspects concerning its management (such as

commitologt) and its legal basis. With a

proposed budget of more than ECU 1 billion
(ECU 1m5.6 million, to be exact),

SOCRA]ES aims not only to pursue - in a

streamlined and consistent manner - the
actions talten so far and with great success

within the framework of the ERASMUS
(student rnobility) and LINGUA (promoting
the knowledge of foreign languages within the
Community) programmes, but it is also

innovative in that it makes provisions - for the

first time - for action to be taken at all levels

of education, including at school level. The
proposed activities, which all involve
transnatiotral cooperation and a growing

number of operators in the educational world
in several Member States, can be grouped into
three categories. The first is cooperation in
higher education. In addition to promoting
student and teacher mobility, who will have the
opportunity to do part of their studies or
training in another Member State, it will
involve promoting the creation of university
networks comprising - by area of study -
interunivetsity moperation programmes (oint
development of study programmes, extension of
the credit transfer s)6tem, etc.). It will also

enoourage the creation of university npolesn,

allowing several institutions to Pool their
resources in order to better meet the specific
needs of students, such as the need for
accommodation or the learning of less widely
used languages. The second aspect is

cooperation in school teaching. This will

mainly involve encouraging the creation of
partnerships between schools in different
Member States in order to set up joint projects

in education, cultural heritage, environmental
protection, or other subjecq of common

interest. It will also seek to Promote the
schooling of the children of migrant workers
and gipsies, and to facilitate the updating of
education staffs skills. Thirdly, there will be

measures aimed at all levels of education.
These measures will aim to promote the
knowledge of languages in the Communig
mainly by allowing future language teachers to
spend a period in immersion or as an assistant

abroad. They will also aim to promote open
and /distance learning, since this has great

potential for those people who, because of
where they are located or their personal

situation, are not able to follow a course that
requires them to be present. Io.tly, they will
seek to encourage exchanges of information,
primarily via an extension of the EURYDICE
network, and exchanges of experiencethrough
study visits for key operators for dweloping
cooperation in the sector of education.

B. LEONARDO (vocational training)

The Social Affairs Council held on 22 June will
be primarily concerned with examining this
programme. As there is already widespread
agreement amongst the Tlvelve on the scope

and contents of the Programme, the discussions

will primarily concern the matter of financing
and certain aspects relating to its management

(commitology and project selection
procedures). This ne$' programme, which is

intended to serve as follow-up to the
Community programmes COMETT (university'
enterprise cooperation for training), PETRA
(initial training), FORCE (continued training)
and EUROTECNET (innovation), all of which
will expire on 3l December L994, will
mnsolidate the considerable body of acquired
knowledge they have all gained as well as

provide innovation by payrng special attention
to continued training, language training, as well
as open and distance training and learning.
With a proposed budget of MECU 801.8 over
5 years (195-1999), the programme will aim to
use a number of measures to promote quality
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and the capacity for innovation of not only
raining systems and tools, but also of the
various actions undertaken by training
operators, enterprises and the social partners.
In addition, it will generally promote the
European dimension at all levels of training.
To this end, support will be given to
transnational projects for exchanging and
pooling know-how and experience. Supportwill
also be given to programmes which place
people in enterprises or in training
organizations in anolher Member State, as well
as to the carrying out of sludies and analyses
for clariffing common references. In addition,
support will be given to improving vocational
training systems and lools in the Member
States. The aim will primarily consist of
promoting quality in thc methods, processes

and tools used by vocational training systems in
the Member States by encouraging the creation
of modules an<l joint training actions,
placements, and transnational exchanges of
young people and trainers. Support for
improving vocational training actions, including
through university cooperation regarding
enterprises and workers. This will primarily
consist of supporting innovation in training
processes (management in particular),
voc{ltional trai nin g met h od o lo g5i a nd materials,
and also encouraging training actions that
facilitate the transl'er of technological
innovations. The aim will be seek out enhanced
cooperation between enterprises and
universities or lraining organizations through
exchanges, placements and joint projects. In
addition, support will also be given to
developing language skills, knowledge and the
dissemination of innovation in the sector of
professional training. Given the importance of
languages in vocational training, both for
young people and adults, specific support will
be given to developing language skills in the
training sector in thc Community. We will also
seek to find out morc about the training
s)6tems and tools used in the various Member
States through surveys, analyses and exchanges
of decision-makers from the vocational training
sector. The European dimension in vocational
training will also be promoted. The aim will be
to develop the Europcan dimension at all
levels of training mainly through measures to
support the improvement and extension of the
European vocational training network, which

comprises national authorities, operational
structures, support to projects and operators
and the creation of tools at Community level,
such as databases on projects or training
methods.

5. ENERGY.TAX

Germany and France plan to give a fresh push
to efforts to introduce a ngreenn fiD( on carbon
dioxide throughout the European Union during
their consecutive EU presidencies according to
German politicians. The taxwould be aimed at
cutting emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2)
which many scientists believe lead to global
warming, the so-called "greenhouse effect".
Government members of parliament and
officials close to EU talks on the controvenial
tax said Chancellor Helmut Kohl and President
Francois Mitterrand had agreed in principle to
press for the tax but left details to be worked
out in negotiations. nSome momentum has
come back into this matter after a long time in
which nothing moved," said Klaus Lippold,
parliamentary spokesman on environment
poliry for Kohl's Christian Democrats (CDU).
nThere is a clear directive that we should solve
all the problems of detail because we want a
result." Germany takes over the rotating
six-month EU presidency on July I and hands
over to France next January. German officials
said the next step will be high level talks
between negotiators from environment, finance
and economic ministries from all 12 countries.
These could start within the next month. 'It is
clear that Germany thinls the tax is necessary
as do a hard core comprising the European
Commission, the Netherlands, Denmark and
Belgiurh,' one official said. Current EU leader
Greece has recently revived discussions that
had been stalled since the European
Commission first proposed the Uil( on the
carbon content of fuels in 191. No one
ventured a guess about when the measure
might take effect, but Lippold and others said
there was hope that EU leaders could give the
tax their formal blessing next year. 'With
cautious optimism, I would say a political
decision in principle could be made by the
council of ministers by the end of the French
presidency (in June 1995)," he said. Kohl's
junior coalition partners, the liberal Free
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Democrats (FDP), have overcomc their own
pro-business doubts about a new tax and even

put the drive for a carbon tax into their
programme for national elections in October.
"Of course we can get this passed in the EU,"
tiDP environment expcrt and member of
parliament Gerhart Baum said. The main
stumbling blocks in the way of the proposal are

complaints from several countries both inside
and outside the EU thal il is simply a way of
raising money rather than achieving its avowed

aim of cutting pollution. Critics including
industry groups also l'ear thal a blanket
application by the EU would damage their
competitiveness compared with third countries
with no such tax. There is also a row inside the
EU about whether the tax should be restricted
to carbon fuels, which would givc an advantage

to nuclear power and othcr energv sources' or
applied to all sources.

6. DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE
DIRECTIVE

The Internal Market Council adopted a

common position on Thursday on a draft
directive adding several ncw products to the
scope of EU legislation thal restricts the
marketing of dangerous substances. The
legislation, COM(92) 195 , the 13th modification
of directive 76n69EEC, covers creosote and its
derivatives, chlorinated solvents, and substances

classifted as carcinogenic, mutagenic and toxic
for reproduction. The Germans, Dutch and
Danes voted against the proposal because they

did not believe the restrictions, especially on

creosote -- a chemical used lo treat wood --
were strict enough, EU oflicials said. Another
proposal on dangerous substances which was

on the provisional agenda was not discussed,

but will be adopted as an "A" (nondiscussion)

point at a future Council, EU officials said.

The proposal, (COM)93)499, the 15th

modification of directive 76169EEC, would
restrict the use of inflammable gas in aerosol
generators used for recreation and decoration.

7. EARM.EAST

The European Union has amended trade
accords with Poland, Hungary, the Czech

Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Romania
providing reduced tariff farm imports, EU
officials said on Friday. Quotas for 60 percent
tariff reductions will now be set in line \r'ith
July/June marketing years instead of calendar
years. Hungary's @mmon wheat quota is set to
rise to 216,000 tonnes in 199,4195 and to
232,W tonnes in1995196, from 200,000 tonnes

in 1993D4. The Czech republic's barley quota
will rise to 25,400 tonnes in 1994D5 and to
27, 4ffi in 1995 196 from 22, 661 in 1993194. \\e
Czech Republic's wheat flour quota will rise to
12,150 tonnes in 194D5 but rise to 13,500
tonnes in 1995196. Slovakia's barley quota will
rise to t2,600 tonnes in 194D5 and to 13,600
tonnes in 199.196 from 11,835 tonnes in
1993194. Slovakia's wheat flour quota will rise
to 12,750 tonnes in L994D5 and to 13,5m
tonnes in 1995p6 from 7,833 tonnes in
1993P4. Poland's buck wheat quota will edge

up to 4,100 tonnes in 1994195 and to 4,350
tonnes in t99596 from 3,800 tonnes

inl9394. Romania's common wheat quota
will rise to 18,330 tonnes in 199,4195 and to
t9,640 tonnes in 1995D6 ftom 17,020 in
199t3194. Bulgaria's wheat flour quota will rise

to 2, 050 tonnes in 19,4195 and to 2, 200 tonnes
in 1995196 from 1,900 tonnes in L993194.

Bulgaria's millet quota rises to 1,300 tonnes in
1994195 and to 1,4(X) tonnes in 1995D6 from
1.200 tonnes in 1993P4.
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III. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question :

We have been contacted by an enterprise which
would like to sell wines and spirits by mail
order to private individuals in Belgium.

According to the French cusloms authorities,
the relevant French taxes must be paid at

customs. Belgian taxes and duties then apply
on Belgian territory. Of course, the French
taxes are subsequently rccovered.

The enterprise in question would prefer not to
engage the services o[ a tax agent. In addition,
it does not want to recovcr the French taxes

from its Belgian customers, even if those
customers can then recover the taxes

subsequently. From the commercial point of
view, it would like to pay' and recover the
French taxes itself.

It is there,fore otrligcd to make the French
tiues appear on the customer's invoice, but
does not want to include the laxes in the price
to be paid by the cuslomcr, who would only
have to pay the Belgian taxes. The enterpfise
would like to know whether this procedure is

legal and applicable.

Answer:

Pursuant to your fax of.27 .05. 94 in which you
ask for information on the mail order sales of
wines and spirits by a French enterprise to
private individuals in Belgium, please note the
following:

The genenal system on the detention and
movement of products subjcct to excise duties
is governed by Directivc 92fl2 ot 25.42.92 (OJ
L 76P2), as amended try Directive 921108 of.

14.12.92 (OJ L39oD4.

Please note that each Member State shall
determine its own regulalions in the area of:

* ' production
* transformation
* detention ofproducts subject to excise

duties.

subject to the provisions of the above-
mentioned directives.

In principle, products subject to excise duties
qrn move freely between operators in the
various Member States in accordance with a

customs s)6tem suspending excise duties, based

on the interconnection ofbonded warehouses.

Excise duties are due as soon as the product is
marketed for consumption or when shortages
are noticed in accordance with the stipulations
of Article 14, paragraph 3 of the directive.

Moreover, please note that in the event that
products subject to excise duty bought by
persons who do not have the status of
approved warehouse keeper, registered
operator or non-registered operator are sent or
transported directly or indirectly by the seller
or on behalf thereof (as in the case of mail
order sales), they shall be subject to excise duty
in the Member State of arrival of despatch or
transport.

For the purposes of the directive, an approved
warehouse keeper is the physical or legal
person authorized by the mmpetent authorities
of d Member State to produce, transform, hold,
receive and despatch products subject to excise

duty in suspension of excise duty in a bonded
warehouse.

A registered operator is the phpical or legal
person who does not have the status of
approved warehouse keeper but who is

authorized by the competent authorities of a

Member State to receive products subject to
qxcise duty in suspension of duty from another
Member State. This operator may neither hold
nor fonvard products in suspension of excise

duties.
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A non-registered operator is thc physical or
legal person who does not have the status of
approved warehousc keeper but who is

authorized to occasionally receive products
which are subject to excise duty from another
Member State. He may neither hold nor
forward products in suspension of excise duties.
Prior to forwarding merchandise, he must
guarantee the payment of excise duties to the
tar( authodties of the Member State of
destination.

Consequently, and summing up the applicable
legal provisions, in lhe casc of mail order sales,

products sold to an end consumer in another
Member State shall be subject to excise duty in
the Member State wherc thcv are forwarded for
consumption. The excise dut.v.' of the Member
State ofdestination shall bc collected from the
seller once delivery has becn effected.

Nevertheless, the Membcr States can take
provisions stipulating lhat cxcisc duty is due
from a tax agent other than the consignee of
the products.
This tax agent must be cstablished in the
Member State of destination ancl approved by
the tax authorities ol'that Member State.

We therefore suggest that you contact your
Belgian correspondents in the EIC network in
order to obtain more details on the
mechanisms governing the activities of tax
agents in Belgium.

Question :

During a training coursc which we recently
gave to government officials in the regional
and local administration, we were asked for
information regarding existing Community
programmes in thc area of exchanges of
government officials.

We would therefore likc to have an exhaustive
list of existing programmcs along the lines of
KAROLUS and MATTHAEUS. as well as

information on how thcy opcrate and the
budget albcated to thenr.

We are particularly interested to know whether
there is a specific programme for government
officials working in ministries of justice and
related departments.

Answer:

Pursuant to your fu< of.27.05.94 in which you
ask us for information on Community
programmes dealing with exchanges of
government officials, please note the following:

There are currently three Community
programmes which deal with exchanges of
government officials:

1. The KAROLUS programme makes
provisions for exchanges between the
government administrations of
Member States, and berween officials
from Member States who participate
in the implementation of Community
legislation needed to achieve the
Single Market. This programme's
operation and budget are described in
the Council Decision of. 22.W.92
(Decision 92l48llEEC. OJ L 2t36g}).

. This programme's priorities for the
1994 budget year are given in Decision
e3 I 698 IE,EC of ZI. 12. % (or L 321, 193\.

2. The MATTHAEUS programme is a

Community action programme dealing
with vocational training for customs
agents from national government
administrations with a view to the
uniform application of customs
legislation at the outer border of the
Community (Decision 9l l34IlEEC, OJ
L t87ter).
This programme makes provisions for
training actions, such as exchanges of
government officials between national
administrations, training seminars,
common programmes in customs
schools and language courses.

For further information on this
programme and how it operates, we
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suggest you consull thc following <locuments:

* Decision 92l39,rEEC (OJ L
16192), u'hich aims to ensure
the unilirrm application of
Community law to the
external borders of the
Community by giving Member
States' customs officers the
same initial training that will
accelerate their awareness of
the incrcasingly Community-
orientcd dimension of their
mission.

* Decision of 1L.12.92. which
scts oul thc implementing
provisions concerning the
organization of exchanges of

. officials, the organization of
seminars and the
Commission's methods for
paying thc costs of exchanges

and seminars.

* Decision 93/15/EEC (OJ L
l0rJ3), which establishes
specilic common programmes
concerning inward processing
traffic, temporary admission,
and the transit of customs
agents in the area of
vocational training.

* On 15.12.93,theCommission
submittecl the draft report on
the experience gained with the
implementation of the
MAffHAEUS programme
(coM(93) 661 final).

3. The MATTHAEUS TAX programme
(Decision 93/58tt, OJ L 280/93), which
deals with thc vocational training of
officials responsible for indirect
taxation. This programme is
implemented using the following
means:

* Exchanges between national
administrations of officials
who are responsible for
indirect taxation:

* Tlaining seminars for officials;* C0mmontrainingprogrammes
drawn up in Member States'
training schools;* Languagecoursesorganizedin

. the Member States so that
officials can maximize their
stay in the administration of
another Member State.

We would also like to inform you of another
exchange programme, MERCURE CE,
organized by Eurochambres and supported by
the European C.ommission. This programme
allows the staff at Chambers of Commerce in
the Community to spend a two-week period in
a similar organization in another Member
State.

This programme aims to make executive staff
at Chambers of Commerce aware of the reality
of the Single Market and to stimulate
cooperation between chambers of commerce
of the various Member States.

Unfortunately, the deadline for applying for an
exchange in spring 1994 has elapsed.

Our expert at DG XV (Internal Market and
Financial Services) informs us that the
implementation of a specific programme for
justice ministry officials is currently being
looked into.

Question :

We would be grateful for more information on
the recognition of diplomas of estate agents.

Answer:

Further to your telefax dated 08. 06. 94 in which
you requested information on the remgnition
of diplomas of estate agents, please note the
following:

The profession of estate agent is regulated in
all EC continental Member States; for example
Spain requires a university degree, whereas in
France and Germany it is necessary to haye
either a university degree or a diploma which
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can be compensated hy prol'essional experience.

It is important 10 slress thc fact that the
content of this prol'cssion varics liom one

Member State to anolhcr. Some Member
States distinguish the profession of estate

agents and the one of administrator of estates.

In Spain, for instance, there are two different
professions, whereas this is not the case in
Belgium. The recosnition has thus to be

established reeardins the activitv and not
resardine the title.

Therefore concerning this profession, you have

to refer to the national legislation :

- when national lcgislation regulates the
conditions foraccess to thc profession,
this national legislation has to be in
comformity with Council Directive
89/48 (OJ L 19, 24.01. 89) establishing
a general system for the recognition of
hither education diplomas awarded on
completion of professional education
and training of at least lhree years

duration (and shoultl be in conformity
wiith Council Directivc 92151 (OJ L
2WlL992) when it enlcrs into force);

- when national legislation does not
regulate the conditions of access to the
prrcfession, thc general principle of
equality of treatment applies.

We would suggest that you consult the French
legislation in light of these principles.

In addition, we would like to refer you to an

important European Court of Justice

preliminary ruling delivered in May 1992 by the
Court of Justice of the EU. In the case C-

I04l9l Colegio Oficial de Agentes de la
Propiedad Inmobiliaria V Aguirre Newman SA
(RJCE, 1992-5 I p. 3003 - only available in
French), the Court gave an interpretation of
Alticles 52 and 57 of the EEC Tfeaty and of
Council Directive 67l43lEEC concerning the
attainment of freedom of establishment and
freedom to provide services relating to cerlain
activities of self-employed persons.

The Court ruled that the national authorities
of a Member State considering a request for
permission to exercise the occupation of estate

agent by a national of another Member State

must veri$ the extent to which the knowledge
and skills certifted by the foreign diplomas or
professional qualification obtained by the
applicant in his state of origin, correspond to
those required by the regulation of the host
state.

The Court specified that in cases where there
is only partial correspondence of the diplomas
or qualifications the national authorities of the
host state are entitled to require the applicant
to show that he has obtained the lacking
knowledge and qualifications and ask him to sit
an examination if necessary.

Moreover, the decision to refuse a national of
another Member State the recognition or
approval as equivalent of a diploma or
professional qualification obtained in the
Member State of which he is national, must be

open to judicial review, allowing assessment of
its legality in Community law and the reasons

for the decision must be made available to the
applicant.
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IV. PUBLICATIONS

*Retrrort on United Stutes barriers to trade and
investment 1994", CEC-DG L 115 pp.

Report on barriers to trade and investment and
unfair practices in thc USA.

'Lr r6le des chumbres de commerce et
d'industrie europdennes dans la formation
professionnelle et continue", Eurochambres.
199a. 50 pp.

Brochure writte n b1' thc Eurochambres
C,ommittee on Vocat iona I Tia i ni n g, containing
descriptions of thc involvement of the
Chambers in training in 9 European countries:
Germany, France, Greece, Great Britain, Italy,
Luxembourg, Austria, Purtugaland Spain. Also
available in German and Enelish.

"R6pertoire des entreprises du Hainaut.
Bureau d'6tudes €conomiques et sociales de la
Province de Hainaut". 1994.654 pp. (rue de
Nimy,50,7000 Mons, Belgium. Tel.: 065-3193
LOlIULz,Fax 34 80 96). 1 ,000 BF (account no.:
wr-0r0742r-7r).

Quadrilingual publication (French, German,
Dutch and English), listing enterprises involved
in extraction, manufacture, construction,
transport, wholesale lrade and services. Also
contains information on official, professional,
economic and consular bodies, as well as on
exhibitions, fairs and sakrns.

"Eurclab director.v and handbook". 1994. 900
pp. (Secretariat: I ruc Gaston Boissier, 75724
Paris Cedex L5. Fax: l-40 43 39 82). 1,125 FE
paper velsion; 1,450 FF paper version and
diskettes.

C"ontains informa t i o n o n I a borato ries located in
17 European counl ries, Eu ropean organizations

concerned with tests: EOTC, CEOC, EGOLE
EURACHEM, etc., and on European and
international standards organizations: CEN,
CENELEC, ETSI, ISO, IEC.

"Comprendre l'entreprise th6orie, gestion'
relations sociales". T Alberto and P.

Combernale. 1993. Editions Nathan. 256 pp.
ISBN 2-09-180-096-1 (9 rue Mdchain, 75676

Paris Cedex 14. Tel.: L-45 87 51 08)

Publication in the Circa series (no. 28) aimed
at the non-specialist. The specific features of
each kind of enterprise are studied, as are the
competitive environment and internal
organization

"Het Comit6 van Permanente
Vertegenwoordigers. Ontstaan, werlcwiize en
rol in de besluitvorming von Eunopese
Gemeenschappen". J.V[ de Zwaan. 1993.
Kluwer Law and Tbxation. 493 pp. SCrie

Europese Monografieen. ISBN 90-268-2521-8
(Staverenstraat 32015 PO Box 23,7400 GA
Deventer).
This book deals with the creation, role and
activities of the Committee of Permanent
Representatives (COREPER), within the
framework of the Community decision-making
process.

"Investir au Maroc"

For afl initial contact with Morocco, the
Correspondence Centre in Casablanca
otherwise known as Euro Info Morocco (MA-
741) -has a guide for the investor which
summarizes what the Moroccan eoonomy can
offer foreign operators wishing to set up there
or to develop a partnenhip. Any interested
parties should contact an EIQ which.will be
sent a coPy upon request.
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v. SEMINARS, CONFERENCES,

" 
- WORKSHOPS

SEPTEMBER 1994

2627-09-1994 - Brussels (BE) 30-w-7994 - Brussels (BE)

'Conferences on trans-Duropean information "Confercnces on trans'Europesn networks and

networks (Ibtecommunications - Information infrastructure (Energt)"

technologies)" 
organised by : club de Bruxelles

Organised by : Club de Bruxcllcs Information from : Club de Bruxelles, 10 rue

Information from : Club tte Bruxclles, 10 rue du Colldge St Michel, 11.50 Brussels.

du Colldge St Michel, I 150 Brusscl.. Tbl. :32-2-77198 90 Fax. :32'2-770 66 71'

Tr,l. :32-2-771 98 90 Fax. :32-2-'170 66 7I

29-09-1994 - Brussels. (BE)

"Conferences on trans-Europeun nehvorks and
infrastructure (Transpttrt ) "

Organised by : Club de Bruxelles
Information from : Club de Bruxellcs, 10 rue
du C-olldge St Michcl, I150 Brusscls.
TEl. : 32-2-77198 90 Fax. : 32-2-770 66 7I
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Next issue z 25.07.1994

Date of receipt of information : 15.07.Igg4

For further information or contributions to the EIC newsletter,
plcasc conlacl :

Ms K. McHUGH
DG )OilII

rue d'Arlon 80
Oflice 4/55

B-1M0 Brussels

Tel. I 02-287 .1,5,64
Fax. ; 02-230.05.20

Editor : Mr. Jean-Pierre HABER
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